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Abstract
Based on a recent Language Resource Center (LRC) and departmental implementation (see e.g. Workshop), this paper gives a brief overview over the current research status of automatic speech recognition (ASR) - i.e. "to convert speech into a sequence of words by a computer program" - and comparison of current product implementations more or less readily available to the end user, discussing their possible practical applications in second language acquisition (SLA) programs for speaking practice. We demonstrate how currently widely available ASR technology for 5 to 7 (depending on definition of language variants) of the most popular languages in current SLA can be implemented in many SLA programs around the world in an economically (practically no extra cost other than for local installation; individual, short, flexibly scheduled speech assignments mean no need for funneling entire classes hogging the LRC) and pedagogically viable way. We used Windows-7 Enterprise (and up) ASR (likely available to you already in your LRC) with Microsoft Language Packs (free) which give you high-quality ASR for a subset of display languages. However, this still required not only carefully controlling the technical aspects that make such projects often fail in language programs with their limited resources, but also managing expectations, not to replace the teacher, only blend AI with human intelligence in order to widen the "expert bottleneck" for the learner and relieve the teacher from routine tasks, like scheduling meetings (even if online) and/or listen to the entirety of a student's oral production, while allowing for human personalized feedback where needed. We also carefully designed the task: Teacher creates speaking practice assignments based on syllabus, correlated with assigned textbook activities and with corresponding upload assignments in the (optional) LMS (email could replace). Easy integration of speaking practice tasks into the syllabus is a major advantage over the usually intractable problems with progression when trying to integrate language learning material providers’ ASR solutions if the course syllabus is not primarily based on those materials. For the speaking practice tasks, we link both training and documentation for end users and sample ASR task completions (as screencasts) by teachers and learners, to demonstrate actual recognition quality (and alert to minor pitfalls). We discuss assignment variations (immediate student reaction to bad recognition by using of built-in speech correction; simpler GUI control through speech, based on a more restrictive vocabulary) and finally recommend integration of the task results into ePortfolios to show off language learner achievement.

1. Introduction
ASR approaches the "plateau of productivity" in Gartner’s current hype cycle [1] – time to revisit the erstwhile “Holy Grail” of CALL, deemed infinitely promising [2], a computer capable of ‘understanding’ human language? Disappointed by remaining “silly” recognition errors, many, including SLA programs, banned ASR (also my own former Auralog Tell-me-more (ATMM) installation) into the “valley of disillusionment”. Yet despite “[s]peech [being] a highly variable signal” ([3], 75, [4], 356f.), ASR, since introduction of the “statistical paradigm” in the 70s still dominant today ([4], 339, 351), has seen rapid progress, owing to improvements in infrastructure (Moore’s Law, larger speech corpora for modelling), knowledge representation (searchable unified graph representations that allow multiple sources), language models (based on n-grams) and algorithms (HMM, ML during system training), search (stack and Viterbi) and automatic metadata tagging for topic and speaker [3]. Government sitting through massive “open” online data, including speech, and ubiquitous hyper-personalized mobile devices that rely more on – and produce more - speech for our corporate “overlords” make further progress likely ([4], 358f.). Consequently, no sooner than pronounced a dead horse [5], ASR rebounded with major breakthroughs both in R [6]&D [7]. What cheap ASR benefits can an LRC reap now, and with which pedagogy, hopefully to brace the upcoming ASR deluge?

2. SLA needs and LRC environment
My use of ASR integrates with LRC activities for oral practice, assessment and ePortfolio in a digital audio lab 359yUV (expand codes to e.g. http://goo.gl/359yUV). The vital need for ASR was however
our 1st-year Spanish program conversion to “hybrid” mode: 50% contact hours, more online textbook exercises, but only self-grading, not the integrated speech recorder. “Payng special attention to the development of oral proficiency” is vital in hybrid classes to “help compensate for the reduced face-to-face classroom interaction” [8]. The obvious standout feature of ASR - not only for Hybrid Spanish - is immediate automated feedback via transcription “response”. Crucial for Spanish was also the wide availability of Windows-7 Automatic Speech Recognition (W7ASR) speech practice activities in our LRC (like many, limited in seats, licenses, hardware). W7ASR’s only requirements are Windows-7 and headphones, of which we had twice as many as Sanako, 6 as many as webcams.

Worse: Our 1st-year course caps (initially even the smaller 2nd-year) exceed our Sanako licenses, and even 2nd-year Spanish sections (half of 1st-year!) LRC capacity to schedule a final oral exam. Only a more flexibly scheduled W7ASR homework assignment can reach all students with guided speaking practice.

3. ASR Tools
Gartner undoubtedly considered Siri, Google Now and Cortana - requiring much more AI than ASR only -, but mobile phones won’t get main-streamed here soon, have power and bandwidth issues for continuous ASR, more limited use cases (search) than suitable for SLA and likely (or else we may have to worry about FERPA) breadth- and quality-constraints of “speaker-independent ASR system[s]” ([9], 255). For many institutions, most alternatives are precluded by cost. The free browser-based Google-Translate voice-input is, as of this writing, only available in English (and many of our teachers dread it, for students routinely abusing it as machine translator, not dictionary). Instead, we installed all available language technology add-ons in Windows-7 (and Office 2010: overview cya3eG; all easier in Windows-8 [10]), free for Windows Enterprise with volume licensing (most common at educational institutions). A few of these – for “it takes a global village“ of local PC installations to warrant the cost -, but still covering over 6/7 of LRC enrolment, namely the Chinese, English, French, German, Japanese and Spanish language packs for the Windows-7 MUI, include W7ASR which, though underrated and -advertised, consistently ranks next to market leading and self-advertising Dragon Naturally-Speaking [11][12].

4. Tool limitations and affordances
W7ASR was not designed for SLA, accents pose a big problem for ASR [13], and despite work (see e.g. [14]), “except for small gains, the problem is largely unsolved” ([4], 357) – which, however, increases the incentive for “good” pronunciation. Still, many promising studies on ASR for SLA ([15], [13]) used Dragon - not an SLA software either. I found W7ASR sufficient for what I tried, unlike the SLA-specific ATMM sscfc. W7ASR does not present the user with an aural model to match phonetically, nor voice graphs (could be implemented). However, visual feedback for pronunciation improvement is contentious ([16], 317ff), with only experimental, limited (prosody ([17], 464), phoneme/word-level or pitch) gains, based on heavily simplified “visual feedback systems” ([18], 40), and intense “additional support from the instructor” ([19], [18], 134) – exactly what we need to avoid. After observing students using ATMM’s voice graph, I concur: “Spectrograms are uninterpretable to non-experts” ([20], 747). W7ASR also lacks learning content – a blessing in disguise: Despite considerable systems integration efforts, ATMM’s ASR was barely used since ATMM’s content could not be aligned with existing syllabi and textbooks. ATMM seemed largely a “speaker-independent” ASR system ([9], 255), despite individual accounts without obvious adaptive voice-training - except for ESL learners with especially poor (to me incomprehensible) pronunciation, after several non-improving attempts, suddenly being “waved through”. For good recognition results, “software has to be trained to each individual speaker’s voice” ([15], 20). Siri, Google Now or Cortana may hide it. But speaker-dependent W7ASR sends students through a voice-training before the first assignment (and later also learns behind the scene).

4. Task implementation (prerequisites installation, configuration, training)
Basically, students record screencasts of dictation into MS-Word and correct recognition, tracking changes (training and documentation for your LRC and ASR samples: hlFGQti (pwd:rwasa7)).

5. Task design
W7ASR has 2 modes: Voice command (VC) and Dictation. The former operates the GUI with voice replacing mouse - like ATMMS’s "[c]losed-response design [,] display[ing] a few utterance choices for learners to say” ([21], 286 - rather restricting ([17], 464) and not improved by poor accuracy Lio9tm, nor by their new owner's algorithm ([20], 747) -, albeit with more choices (and user-extensible, with
6. Grading & Conclusion

"Speech recognition is not about building HAL9000. (...) Our job is trying to find a good use of an imperfect, often crummy, tool that can sometimes make our life easier." [24] W7AST – while anything but crummy, cf. my linked SLA samples - can neither “understand” nor grade students. It won’t replace, but relieve the teacher - a different twist on “it is uncertain that the same improvements [achieved using ASR] could not have been achieved through traditional classroom-based pronunciation instruction” ([20], 748). For grading support, we provide the teacher both maximum simplicity and, if desired, additional evidence: All speaking assignments are documented through uploaded screencasts of speech, its transcription and manual correction. Grade for the practice effort on submission of a screencast alone; or on the number of corrections, visible, thanks to “track changes”, in the last frame. Or, if questioning ASR validity, rewind to misrecognized words. Or, for helping with LMS assignment comments, recheck the entire screencast – student will thank you for additional, after immediate feedback. However, no need to closely assess actual pronunciation accuracy, if we accept W7ASR’s language model as a cost-free approximation of what constitutes “comprehensible output”. It has long been established that “speech-interactive CALL [can] use speech recognition for building confidence and fluency rather than for pronunciation assessment”. “The simplest [learning] principle is practice makes perfect. (...) A machine that listens is a good practice tool” ([9], 290). W7ASR could be that machine, available for free in your LRC.
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